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A selfie by any other name ...

Selfie. A word that very few people heard about a few years ago, but is now part of our 
everyday language. A word that seems to define the modern technological era we find 
ourselves in. The very basis of self-image and self-love. Who hasn’t taken a selfie? In front 
of a breathtaking scene, out having fun with friends, or looking back at yourself in the 
mirror. Selfies can be fun, serious, poignant, dangerous.

What exactly is a selfie? The most common definition is, according to Wikipedia, “a self-
portrait photograph, typically taken with a digital camera or smart phone, held in the hand 
at arm’s length, pointed at a mirror or supported by a selfie stick and then uploaded to a 
social media website.” 

The first use of the word “selfie” in any paper or electronic medium was in an Australian 
internet forum in 2002. By the end of 2012, Time magazine considered “selfie” one of the 
top 10 buzzwords of that year; in 2013, it was Oxford English Dictionary’s word of the year.

According to a study by the University of Florida in 2016, there are 93 million selfie 
postings on social media every day. Some people even go so far as to climb buildings, 
stand on the edges of cliffs, and pose in front of bears to get their selfie. Some have even 
died in the attempt to immortalize themselves - ! 1 
 
What a crazy new phenomena, you might say. What’s the world coming to? Well, 
apparently the selfie is not that new; it has been around for quite a while. 
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In 1839, Robert Cornelius, an amateur chemist and photography enthusiast from 
Philadelphia, set up his camera at the back of the family store. After removing the lens cap, 
he ran into the frame, sat for a full minute, then covered up the lens again. The result is 
considered by many to be the first photographic portrait, or selfie, ever taken. 

In 1914, Grand Duchess Anastasia Nikolaevna of Russia, at the age of 13, was one of the 
first teenagers to take her own picture using a mirror, and sent it to a friend.

Like it or not, the selfie seems  here to stay. So why not celebrate the idea. That’s why the 
ODD Gallery asked KIAC members to contribute works for this exhibition. 

One thing stands out while roaming the gallery, looking at the various works of the 23 
artists – there is no one definition of a selfie.

For example, Greg Hakonson’s “Untitled” (2001) is a sheet metal welded bust resembling 
his son Alex. It also represents, he says, the men, women and children who came over the 
Chilkoot during the gold rush. According to Hakonson, his son’s response to the selfie 
was “Scary how much I came out looking like you.”

Suzanne Crocker  decided to showcase going through menopause with her selfie. Crocker 
put together a photo collage that represents actual examples of short term memory loss 
during, as she says, “this rather entertaining phase of life.” Her work, titled “Menopause” 
(2015-17), shows photos of a burned toaster, towel, kettle and pie. She’s even included the 
real pie that was supposed to brown for 10 minutes ... but caught fire after 1.5 hours.

Shelley Hakonson built 
a paper-clay and wax 
arm holding a phone. It 
extends from the wall and 
is surrounded by selfies. 
Her title “Look what you’ve 
done now, Robert Cornelius” 
reveals that she, like several 
artists here, made new work 
in response to the theme. 
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Rachel Hunter, a Yukon School of Visual Arts student, sewed “Soft Self” (2016), a doll of 
herself complete with stitched tattoos. Lulu Keating’s “Snake Hips Selfie” (2017), is a 2 ½ 
minute video of selfie shots along with Keating’s reflections on a recent hip operation.

Bennie Allen’s “The Golden Age of Shelf-ease” (2017) is a watercolour and pencil drawing. 
A millennial himself, he uses a tongue in cheek, double-entendre method to comment on 
today’s generation. People in his drawings build shelves and laments how in the old days, 
people built shelves with care and pride; but now kids build cruddy shelves, ushering in the 
golden age of “shelf-ease.”

But it is Palma Berger who gives us something to ponder while this whole phenomena of 
selfies explodes around us. Her painting “This moment, this place and me”(2017) shows 
children playing on the beach and in the water, while the adults stand around with cameras. 

Her caption: “In this painting, I tried to show how children give in to the joy of the moment, 
while we adults work to preserve it, and thus lose the experience.” Food for thought.

                                                                                      — Gabriela Sgaga, ©2017 

Gabriela Sgaga lives off the grid in her West Dawson cabin with her eight sled dogs. She 
enjoys mushing, skijoring and writing about everyday life in the Yukon.

1 http://www.theweek.co.uk/64328/selfie-deaths-five-people-who-died-taking-a-selfie
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